Smart hybrid energy solutions
Powering the future

Smart hybrid energy Solut

PurSuing innoVation
Renergetica provides a set of smart
hybrid energy solutions: innovative
control features and advanced knowhow applied to design and develop
new applications exploiting renewable
sources and battery energy storage
systems.
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loWer CoSt
oF energy

Short
PaybaCK time

The smart hybrid energy solutions
enable the highest beneﬁt from
renewables today, allowing great
savings on cost of energy.
Available renewable sources, site
conditions, operation and load
proﬁle are key factors to set relevant
assumptions, outcomes and estimated
impacts.

Theese smart hybrid energy solutions
enable energy generation costs up to
70% cheaper than current energy costs
loWer Fuel
for a wide range of applications, such
This is why Renergetica oﬀers a
ConSumPtion
and
as remote industrial sites, small islands,
preliminary feasibility study carried, out
maintenanCe
oﬀ-grid resorts and rural villages.
by a specialized team, as the ﬁrst step
CoSt
to provide proper baseline information.
Renergetica’s solutions also include
pioneering
features,
enabling
Renergetica identiﬁes the best ﬁtting
advanced renewables dispatching and
reliable solution, optimizing the size of
Plug-in
planning and further innovative grid
renewables and storage towards the
Solution
services.
application goals, technical constraints
and ﬁnancial aspects.
In order to exploit low-cost renewable
energy without compromises on power
quality and reliability, Renergetica
leSS noiSe
speciﬁcally designed the Hybrid Grid and Pollution
Smart Controller, an innovative plug-in
control solution.
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Dispatching renewables
Innovative features to enable PV
plant dispatching: pursuing a predetermined power proﬁle and/
or complying wiht special TSO
regulations.

Energy shifting and load smoothing
Power proﬁle smoothing and energy
shifting for PV plants, reducing wear
and stress of conventional generators,
increasing renewable penetration,
proﬁtability and grid stability.

Programmable renewables
PV power proﬁle planning:
deﬁnition of the best-ﬁting power
proﬁle according to day-ahead
meteorological forecasts, business
model and operation constraints.
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hgSC: reliable reneWableS

Plug-in arChiteCture

Hybrid Grid Smart Controller (HGSC) is
Renergetica’s technology, speciﬁcally designed
for island grids and large oﬀ-grid systems with
load demand starting from few hundreds kW
to several MW. HGSC has been developed to
increase the renewable penetration and to
make renewables more accessible, reliable and
proﬁtable:

HGSC has been conceived as a totally add-on,
non-invasive solution with no direct control over
conventional generators.

•

Cost-eﬀective energy supply

•

Best balance of LCoE and CAPEX

•

High ﬂexibility and adaptability

•

Intrinsically reliable

•

Plug-in solution with fail-safe integration

•

Maximization of the energy yield by
renewable sources

•

Renewable power penetration up to
90% or even beyond 100% of total
generated power

•

Innovative functionalities for Battery
Energy Storage System integration and
renewables dispatching

HGSC architecture is partially distributed
and partially centralized, simple to integrate
in an existing plant, without the complexity
and reliability implications associated to an
integrated, centralized controller responsible for
all the generators operation.
Such features make HGSC the easiest and
most cost-eﬀective solution for both greenﬁeld
and brownﬁeld applications, in terms of
implementation in a new system design or
hybridization of an existing plant.
Standard ComPonentS
HGSC is based on standard industrial hardware to
assure the greatest reliability and to provide the
necessary ﬂexibility and customization capability.
HGSC has been designed with standard industrial
products (HW, SW) and communication
protocols, assuring vendor independency and
full integration in any existing architecture.
HGSC interface towards the plant operator
is made of a user-friendly HMI for real-time
monitoring.
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hgSC demoStrator
The HGSC demonstrator is composed by
a special purpose, state of the art ﬁeld
simulator and PLC-based control solution, fully
conﬁgurable and set in a compact and portable
arrangement.
Thanks to our simulation tool, we can study
diﬀerent system conﬁgurations to assess
the impact of renewables on grid stability,
customize the provided solution and test the
HGSC behavior in several critical situations.
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CaSe Study
Fuel SaVing aPPliCation
For an oFF -grid mine
LOCATION

West Africa

APPLICATION

Oﬀ-grid mine

PROJECT TYPOLOGY

Add-on solution

LOAD POWER

16 MW ﬂat

THERMAL RATED CAPACITY

7 + 12 MW diesel for prime power

PV/WIND RATED CAPACITY

20 MW PV plant-Single Axis tracker

STORAGE CAPACITY

Li-Ion 1 MWh - 3MW

RENEWABLE ENERGY
FRACTION

30%

CAPEX*

26 M$

OPEX*

0.6 M$/yr

SAVING ON LCOE

20%

PAYBACK TIME

< 4 years
* Capex and Opex considering only the new hybrid installation

lCoe oPtimiZation For a Small iSland utility grid
LOCATION

Caribbean area

APPLICATION

Stand alone utility power distribution

PROJECT TYPOLOGY

Add-on solution

LOAD POWER

650 kW average

THERMAL RATED CAPACITY

3 MW diesel for prime power

PV/WIND RATED CAPACITY

1 MW PV plant- Fixed tilt

STORAGE CAPACITY

NaS 1.2 MWh - 200 kW

RENEWABLE ENERGY
FRACTION

27%

CAPEX*

2 M$

OPEX*

0.04 M$/yr

SAVING ON LCOE

15%

PAYBACK TIME

< 6 years
* Capex and Opex considering only the new hybrid installation
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baCKuP PoWer For a remote induStrial
Site ConneCted to a WeaK grid
LOCATION

Sub - Saharan Africa

APPLICATION

Remote industrial site

PROJECT TYPOLOGY

Add-on solution

LOAD POWER

22 MW average

THERMAL RATED CAPACITY

30 MW diesel for prime power

PV/WIND RATED CAPACITY

6 MW PV plant-Single Axis tracker

STORAGE CAPACITY

NaS 12 MWh - 2MW

YEARLY GRID OUTAGES

600 h

CAPEX*

5.5 M$

OPEX*

0.14 M$/yr

SAVING ON BACKUP
ENERGY

2 M$/yr

PAYBACK TIME

< 4 years
* Capex and Opex considering only the BESS installation

tailored Solution
We ensure a highly specialized, holistic approach to reduce your energy costs and/or
to comply with your business model:
•

We start with a preliminary study based on the main data of your system, in
order to understand your speciﬁc needs and outline a tailored solution.

•

Depending on the business model envisaged for the project, we size renewables
and storage components and determine the best ﬁtting control strategy.

•

Finally we propose a pre-feasibility study and business plan assessment relevant
to your customized smart hybrid energy solution.

Renergetica was founded in 2008 with the aim of becoming one of the main professional
developers of renewables energy projects and hybrid grids. Thanks to our strong
expertise in local land acquisition, permitting, infrastructure finance, engineering and
operations, Renergetica is able to navigate market conditions and regulations for the
benefit of our stakeholders.
Specialized in the development of reliable and low-price clean energy projects which
deliver strong financial returns for all stakeholders involved, we are all you need to
realize a renewable energy power plant. Since august 2018 Renergetica is listed on Aim
of Borsa Italiana, this marks the beginning of a further expansion in Italy and abroad by
exporting the business model in those countries which support clean energy projects.
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